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Tip top roofing

This site is not available in your country This site is not available in your country Photo: The Local PlanetThe cost of re-roofing is something no one wants to think about, but any roof-at some point will need to be repaired or replaced. The best defense is to carry out regular checks on the roof surface and take into account the performance. Discovering minor problems today can mean the difference between
repair and replacement tomorrow. The good news is you don't have to climb on your roof to assess the condition. Good visibility plus binoculars can be all you need to confirm that replacing the roof is essential or that only spot repair is needed. Just because your roof doesn't leak doesn't mean you don't have a roof problem, warns Joann Liebeler, former co-host of PBS's Home Time and currently a
spokesperson for GAF. Liebeler mentions some danger signals you need to search to know when your roof doesn't protect your home:• Water in your attic after heavy rain or an ice buildup. • Cracked, curled, missing or loose shingles. • Noticeable shingle decay; mold or mildew growth. • Visible stains on interior walls or ceilings. Damaged or missing shingles may simply require a replacement shingle to be
installed, says Liebeler, or it may be the first sign that the shingles have reached their useful life and need to be replaced. But if you crack shingles or curl at the edges, she adds, that's a pretty good signal that the roof will need to be replaced. For everything you need to know about asphalt shingles - their type, style, color choices, cost and durability - go to Asphalt Shingles 101. An aerial view of most urban
areas shows pieces of asphalt, black tar and gravel-ballasted roofs. Heat radiates from the dark roofs, and water flows over the hard, hopefully impenetrable surfaces. Yet there is a new trend that is breaking the monotony of ordinary roofs: green roofs. Long popular in Europe, green roofs have begun to appeal to homeowners, businesses and even cities as an attractive way to promote environmentalism
while solving the problems of conventional roofs. Green roofs complement traditional vegetation without disrupting urban infrastructure -- they take up a neglected space and make it useful. Green roofs last longer than conventional roofs, reduce energy costs with natural insulation, create peaceful retreats for humans and animals and absorb rainwater, reducing the need for complex and expensive
drainage systems. On a larger scale, green roofs improve air quality and help reduce the Urban Heat Island Effect, a condition in which urban and suburban developments absorb and absorb heat. Anyone who, on a hot, summery day, over a hothouse parking lot has felt an effect of an Urban Heat Island. The layers of a green roof, like any roof, should be suitable for drainage and protect the building from
the elements with a waterproof membrane. But they also need to create a growing area and possibly irrigation and root protection barriers while remaining as light as possible. There are two types of green roof: intensive and extensive. Intensive green roofs are essentially elevated parks. They can support shrubs, trees, walkways and benches with their complex structural support, irrigation, drainage and
root protection layers. The foot or more of the growing medium needed for an intensive green roof creates a load of 80-150 pounds (36-68 kilograms) per square meter. Extensive green roofs are relatively light at 15-50 pounds (7-23 kilograms) per square meter. They support solid native soil cover that requires little maintenance. Extensive green roofs usually exist exclusively for their environmental benefits
and do not function as accessible roof gardens. One of america's most famous green roofs, Chicago's city hall, combines extensive, intensive, and intermediate semi-intensive systems on a retrofit roof. Led by the mayor, the City of Chicago's Department of Environment City Hall pilot program kicked off a citywide push to support green roof systems with incentives and grants. In the next section we will
learn about the cost of green roofs and the benefits that make them worth their weight. Happy families - but only if you are open and willing to discuss your feelings. Photo: Getty A shortage of affordable housing for both young and older relatives is prompting families to consider buying together. But with different generations in one house, what's the best way to make it work? Consultant Phillip Hodson
shares this advice: If the property is not jointly owned, the person who owns it will have legal rights, so it is important to establish this and make any adjustments. Determine how assets are distributed, with everyone having their say. When older people say 'come live with me', they often mean 'come live with me like you're still 12'. Recognize that you are all adults, and perhaps each of you can be in charge
of a part of the space. If practical, divide the living space. Agreed rules of the game are a good idea. These can involve smoking and drinking in the house, meals, bedtimes, laundry, how to leave the state of the bathroom and kitchen, using the house phone and leaving a note when you go out. You have to have a way to settle a dispute, whether it's a family conference or to throw a coin. You could make a
written 'family contract', which you all contribute to and on which you agree. Accept that there will be arguments. The most important thing is to keep the lines of communication open, and if anything annoys you, be prepared to say right away, 'I'm really angry about this.' If a generation decides to move, manage this without having to gap in the family. Always pay as much attention as possible. Explain why
you are leaving or want to sell and leave others in the family enough time to mourn your absence. To find a consultant who specializes in families, visit itsgoodtotalk.org.uk. itsgoodtotalk.org.uk. content is created and maintained by a third party and imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You can find more information about these and similar contents at piano.io Replacing a roof is
a substantial undertaking, with an average cost of $7,500 for an asphalt roof, Remodeling Impact Report from the National RealTORS Association®. The price jumps as you upgrade to standing seam metal and better quality underlay and flashing. But while you might get more immediate pleasure from these upgrades, they can't compare to the long-term value of a solid, attractive and leak-free roof. About
three-quarters of homeowners get new roofs not because they want to, but because they have to. If you're one of them, here's a guide to your options. How roofing materials are sold Most roofing is sold by the square, enough to cover 100 square meters of roof area. Our sample house - a typical two-story, 2,300-square-foot house with a medium-pitched roof - has a roof area of about 1,500 square feet.
Double that if the house is just one story. Note: All costs are approximate. Composition Shingles Home Maintenance Tips Keep the vintage wallpaper, but upgrade that time- and money-draining retro thermostat to programmable. Home Maintenance Tips Save your money for more important things, like your mortgage. Home Maintenance Tips Even if you think they have already started to freeze. Home
Maintenance Tips Telltale signs that you're flubbing homeowner maintenance, such as parking on grass. Home Maintenance Tips Avoid regret by knowing what questions to ask a real estate agent® or owner before you commit to a new home. Commonly called asphalt shingles, these are the most popular residential roofing material in the country. Most products consist of a fiberglass mat between two
layers of asphalt. Small stones embedded in the top help protect the shingles from harmful rays from the sun. Basic three-tab shingles have slits in the front so each piece looks like three small shingles. Architectural shingles are a more luxurious choice. They are thicker, longer lasting, and have no crevices where debris can collect. They also create a more structured look, which many people prefer.
Benefits: Relatively cheap, and all roofers know how to install them. Good fire resistance. Some species are suitable for hail regions and available with wind guarantees up to 130 mph. May contain zinc or copper to inhibit algae growth. Cons: Usually last only 20 years and need periodic cleaning to remove moss and debris. First-Time Home Buyer There are many steps to buying a home, and that takes
time: It takes an average of 50 days to just close on a home. Painting &amp; Illuminating Painting Surfaces requires more skill, tools and time than throwing a jacket on drywall. This is how you do it right. Painting &amp; Exposure Choosing the wrong type of paint finish can mean a do-over that costs twice as much. Green factor: Some types have a reflective coating that cooling costs. Although theoretically
recyclable, most worn shingles end up in landfills. Cost per square foot: $2-$4, installed Average two floors, 2,300 square feet of house, including removing low roofing: $7,000 Wooden Shingles and shakes Traditional and beautiful, wood is no longer as popular because the quality has declined, and because of increasing concerns about fire. Shakes are thick and have a rough, split surface; shingles are
thinner and sawn flat. Both types should be installed over buckled planks, not solid mantle, so that the roofing can dry. Benefits: In dry climates, shakes and shingles perform well; some shakes have up to 50 years warranty. Thicker shakes can be used where hail is severe. Cons: Not fire resistant unless treated, so ban some building codes. Thinner products can be damaged by hail. In wet climates, wood
must be cleaned periodically to remove moss and lichen. Green factor: Roof-quality shakes are cut from old-growth trees. Worn roofing can be recycled into mulch, provided it is not treated with pesticides. Cost per square foot: $5-$12, installed Average two floors, 2,300 square feet of house, including removing low roofing: $17,200. Metal panels and tiles Once found mainly on commercial and farm
buildings, metal roofing is now the fastest growing residential roofing material. There are two basic types: standing seam panels and tiles. Panels come in pieces around 16 inches wide and up to 20 feet long, allowing them to reach without a seam from the ridge to the gutters. Metal tiles can mimic the appearance of wooden shingles or shakes. Benefits: Extremely long-term; some come with lifetime
guarantees. Good fire resistance, and some styles are strong enough to withstand wind and heavy hail. Panels go up quickly and require little maintenance. Cons: Higher initial cost than shingles composition. Roof tiles have numerous grooves that trap leaves, so they need frequent cleaning. Green factor: Styles with reflective coatings reduce the demand for cooling by 10% to 15% and may qualify for a
federal energy efficiency tax credit of up to $500. Cost per square meter: $3.50-$11, installed Average Two-Story, 2,300-square-foot home, including removal of one layer of roofing: $16,800. Clay or concrete tiles Red clay tiles are an essential feature of Spanish houses in much of the southwest and Florida. In addition to traditional styles, clay and concrete tiles can mimic wooden shingles or shakes, while
others look almost like slate. Benefits: Long-term; some manufacturers offer lifetime warranties. Well suited for relatively dry climates, and will not Cons: Heavy, so the roof structure should be able to carry the weight. They can be damaged by hail. Concrete tiles are moss magnets in humid climates; use glazed tiles instead. Green factor: Sustainable clay and concrete tiles can be reused and eventually
recycled into new building materials. Cost per square metre: $5.50-$10.50, installed Average two-story, 2,300 2,300 foot house, including removing a layer of roofing: $17,500 Quarried slate in the Northeast and Virginia, slate is much more common in the East than in the West. Because slates hang from nails and are not glued, they are best suited for fairly steep roofs that shed water quickly. Benefits:
Slate can last for decades, not burn, and sheds snow and rain well. Cons: Slate is expensive and requires skill to install and repair, which can be a problem where such roofs are rare. The roof structure must be able to carry the heavy weight. Green factor: Slate is a natural material, and cutting into shingles requires little energy. If a building with a slate roof is demolished, the slates can be reused. Cost per
square foot: $10-$20, installed Average two floors, 2,300 square feet of house, including removing low roofing: $29,300. $29,300.
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